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Abstract—Sentence ordering aims to arrange sentences in
a coherent manner and hence has important applications in
Natural Language Generation. Recently, several approaches have
used Pointer Networks for this task. Such networks arrange a
list of sentences based on fixed sentence representations, where
these representations are independent of the sentence’s position
in the text and its relation to the previously selected sentences.
In this work, we propose a conditional sentence representation,
which incorporates the information of the previously selected
sentences into the candidate sentence representations. By using
such information, the Pointer Network is able to better cap-
ture dependencies among sentences. Experiments indicate that
our proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance on
most sentence ordering benchmarks and achieves a significant
improvement over state-of-the-art performance on short stories
datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Achieving textual coherence is a key goal of natural lan-
guage generation. In order to be coherent, a text needs to
have a clear discourse structure that makes it easy for the
reader to understand the relations between its elements and
their communicative goals. Several work has addressed the
modeling of text coherence in natural language processing
(e.g. [1], [2], [3]). A particular sub-task of the generation of
coherent text is sentence ordering, whose aim is to arrange a
given set of sentences into its most coherent order. Sentence
ordering has attracted much attention in recent years (e.g. [4],
[5], [6]) and is useful for several downstream applications
such as multi-document text summarization (e.g. [7], [8]) or
concept-to-text generation(e.g. [9]).

Recently, several methods have proposed the use of pointer
networks [10] for sentence ordering (e.g. [5], [6]). One key
advantage of these models is that they are able to predict
the order of the set of sentences directly, as opposed to
computing and evaluating all possible sentence orderings,
hence significantly reducing their run-time requirements while
achieving competitive performance.

In a coherent discourse, sentences are connected to one
another not only based on their main content but also on
more subtle aspects that are highlighted when the sentence is
placed in a specific context. Although sentence representations
that are independent of their position and their surrounding
sentences can capture the main content of each sentence,
secondary aspects which can further link consecutive sentences

logically are not well captured. In the task of sentence order-
ing, we do not have access to the correct positional information
of sentences beforehand, hence in conventional pointer-based
models, the sentence representations are the same regardless
of the time step and their position. We argue that, at each
decoding step, the decoder should consider different aspects of
the sentences depending on the previously selected sentences
in order to better capture the discourse relations between
consecutive sentences. We believe that it is worthy of exploring
a sentence representation that not only is a function of the
content of the sentence but also is a function of the candidate
position of the sentence and the surrounding sentences in their
correct order for sentence ordering.

In order to better model discourse coherence, we have
developed a conditional sentence representation that captures
local dependencies among consecutive sentences. These rep-
resentations are obtained based on the content of the sen-
tence conditioned on the information of previously selected
sentences. At each decoding step, the pointer is looking for
different information based on previously selected sentences.
Therefore, at each decoding step, the model creates a new
conditional representation for the candidate sentences. Con-
sidering these representations alongside conventional static
representations allows the model to better capture logical and
structural dependencies for sentence ordering.

In this paper, we propose to use a conditional sentence
representation in pointer networks for the task of sentence
ordering. Our model consists of an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder is a hierarchical attention mechanism stacked on
top of a pre-trained BERT model [11]. The pointer decoder
uses the proposed dynamic sentence representations to predict
the correct order of sentences in a paragraph. We calculate
these conditional representations considering both the content
of the sentence and the previously selected sentences in the
text. Experiments show that our model achieves state-of-the-
art performance on several sentence ordering benchmarks. It
achieves significantly better performance on stories datasets
where the local relation of consecutive sentences plays a
pivotal role in the task.

In the following sections, we first present previous work in
the area, then in Section III we introduce our model in detail.
Section IV describes the results of our models on different
datasets along with analysis of the results. Finally, Section V



discusses conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Traditionally, sentence ordering approaches have relied on
handcrafted linguistic features to model textual coherence. The
Probabilistic Model of [12] used linguistic features to represent
sentences in a vector space, then calculated the probability
of transition between adjacent sentence vectors. The Content
Model of [13] modeled topic transition using Hidden Markov
Model (HMM); while the Entity Grid approach of [3] modeled
entities transition between adjacent sentences to capture local
coherence. These models constituted successful non-neural
approaches; however, they have been shown to be highly
domain specific, hence difficult to port across domains.

To address the portability issue, several data-driven ap-
proaches have been proposed such as window network [14]
and pairwise ranking [4]. These models used neural networks
to represent sentences in a vector space, then assigned the
probability of being coherent using another neural network.
Although these methods are able to discriminate coherent
texts from non-coherent texts, they are not efficient enough
to address the task of sentence ordering, as they require the
evaluation of each possible sentence ordering.

More recently, sentence ordering models have been devel-
oped using an encoder-decoder model taking advantage of
pointer networks [10]. In these models, a sentence encoder
initially provides a dense representation of each sentence
regardless of its context in the paragraph. Then, a paragraph
encoder creates a context vector to represent the paragraph
as a whole. Finally, the decoder, implemented as a pointer
network, decides which sentence should be selected next given
the paragraph representation as well as the previously selected
sentences. A variety of architectures have been explored to use
as the encoders and decoders. For example, [15] and [5] used
LSTMs [16] for both the sentence and paragraph encoders
as well as for the decoder. On the other hand, given that
there is no information regarding the correct order of input
sentences and RNN-based models are sensitive to the order of
input sequences, [6] proposed the use of transformer [17] as
the paragraph encoder. Hierarchical Attention Networks [18]
used an LSTM network for encoding words and transformer
encoders for encoding sentences and paragraphs. They also
utilized a transformer decoder instead of an LSTM for the
pointer decoder.

Some studies tried to take advantage of linguistic features to
augment pointer network based models. In particular, Graph-
based models [19] use a graph encoder to encode a paragraph,
where the graph is derived from the linguistic relations be-
tween sentences. On the other hand, Topic-guided models [20]
augment sentence representations with their topics and let the
pointer network choose the next sentence based on both the
content of the sentences as well as their topics.

Apart from pointer based models, Ranking networks [21]
take advantage of the pre-trained BERT model and transformer
encoders for encoding sentences and paragraphs. However, as
a decoder, they use a feed-forward network to predict a relative

score of each sentence as an indicator for their position in the
paragraph.

Our proposed model differs from the previous approaches
of [5], [6], [18], [19] and [20], as these calculate sentence
representations prior to the decoding step, which leads to
representations that are independent from the relative position
of the candidate sentence. In contrast, our conditional sentence
representation is a function of both the content of the candidate
sentence as well as the previously selected sentences. In this
way, we dynamically calculate a new set of sentence repre-
sentations at each decoding step where these representations
capture the relation between the candidate sentences and the
previously selected sentences. Moreover, our model does not
use any linguistic features which makes it easy to apply to
new datasets or domains.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Our model uses a hierarchical encoder and a decoder
module. The encoder module consists of three sub-modules:
word encoder, sentence encoder, and paragraph encoder which
generate embedding representations corresponding to each
word, sentence and paragraph respectively. The decoder, a
pointer-based module, receives the output of the word encoder
(word embeddings), the sentence encoder (paragraph-aware
sentence embeddings), and the paragraph encoder (paragraph
embedding) as its input, then, at each decoding step, finds the
most probable sentence that should appear next.

In this section we will first define the task, then describe
each sub-module in detail.

A. Task Description

The goal of sentence ordering is to find the most coherent
order of a given set S of n sentences that belong to a
paragraph P , where S = {s1, s2, · · · , sn}, each sentence
si = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wiLi

}, Li is the length of the ith sen-
tence and wij is the jth word in si. The task is to train a
probabilistic model to compute the probability of an ordering
o = {so1 , so2 , . . . , son}:

P (o|S) =
n∏

j=1

P (soj |soj−1
, . . . , so1) (1)

Given the correct order o∗ = {so∗1 , so∗2 , . . . , so∗n}, the objec-
tive is to maximize the probability P (o∗|S) among all possible
permutations:

P (o∗|S) ≥ P (oi|S),∀oi ∈ ψ (2)

where ψ is the set of all possible permutations of the sentences
si in S.

B. Word Encoder

In our experiments, we use the pre-trained BERT language
model [11] as the word encoder module. However, any lan-
guage model that provides contextual word representations can
be used as the word encoder module. The BERT model which
uses a transformer encoder [17], encodes each word wij in
sentence si and generates a contextual embeddings ewij

that



contains information of the word itself as well as its context
(i.e. the sentence). In the following sections, we will describe
the main characteristics of the transformer encoder used in our
model.

C. Sentence Encoder

Our sentence encoder consists of two sub-modules: a) a
multi-head attention that provides a summary of the word
embeddings of each sentence, b) a transformer encoder [17]
that captures the logical relations among sentences.

First, the sentence encoder module receives all the word
embeddings ewij for each sentence si and generates the
sentence embedding esi using a multi-head attention [17]
module followed by a layer norm (LN) (see Eq. 3).

Attn(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QK>√
d/H

)
V

hj = Attn(QWQ
j ,KW

K
j , V WV

j )

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = [h1;h2; . . . ;hH ]WO

MH =MultiHead(Q,K, V )

esi = LN(MH + FFN(MH))

(3)

where WQ
j ,WK

j , and WV
j are the weights for the query, key

and value of jth attention head (hj), MultiHead(Q,K, V ) is
the concatenation of all heads multiplied by the output weights
WO, MH is the output of the multi-head attention, and FFN
is a position-wise feed-forward layer. Here we considered
word representations ewij as keys (K) and values (V ). We
used a fixed query Q (a vector of 1s) and let the model learn
which words in the sentence it should give more attention to,
in order to get a better sentence representation.

Sentence embeddings esi have the semantic representation
of the sentences si. In order to have a high level representation
and capture the logical relations among sentences, following
[6], we apply a transformer encoder module on the sentence
embeddings (esi ).

Our transformer encoder consists of l identical layers of
self attention where the queries, keys and values of the first
layer, are all derived from the sentence embeddings (esi ).
Then, the output of each layer (Ej

out) feeds as input (Ej+1
in )

to the next layer (see Eq. 4). The output of the last layer
contains contextual information of each sentence with respect
to the other sentences in the paragraph; hence, they capture
the logical dependencies between all sentences. We call these
representations: paragraph-aware sentence embeddings ePsi .

E1
in = {es1 , es2 , . . . , esn}

Ej
in = Ej−1

out

MH =MultiHead(Ej
in, E

j
in, E

j
in)

Ej
out = LN(MH + FFN(MH))

ePsi = El
out

(4)

D. Paragraph Encoder

In order to have a paragraph representation (eP ) of the
paragraph P , similarly to the previous step (the sentence
encoder module), we use a multi-head attention (see Eq. 5)
where the query is a fixed vector of 1s and the keys and values
are the paragraph-aware sentence embeddings (ePsi ).

MH =MultiHead(Q = [1 . . . 1],K = ePsi , V = ePsi)

eP = LN(MH + FFN(MH))
(5)

E. Decoder

Our decoder is based on pointer networks [10] which
consists of an LSTM network augmented with an attention
mechanism. At each decoding step, the attention mechanism
(pointer) chooses which sentence should be selected among
the remaining sentences. The selected sentence passes to
the output and its corresponding representation is fed to the
LSTM. For the pointer, we use a feed forward attention
mechanism using Eq. 6.

q = ReLU(W q(query))

k = ReLU(W k(states))

scores =W e(Tanh(q; k))

pointers = Softmax(scores)

(6)

where query is the hidden state of the LSTM and states are
the sentence representations.

In previous work (e.g. [5], [6]), a fixed set of sentence
representations (e.g. ePsi ) is used for all the decoding steps.
We argue that pointer networks should consider different as-
pects of the sentences based on previously selected sentences.
Hence, we need to dynamically create a new set of sentence
representations (Et

si ) at each decoding step t. In our proposed
architecture, the pointer attends over these new representations
and then we feed the corresponding paragraph-aware sentence
representation (ePsi ) to the LSTM.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of our decoder. As
illustrated, the decoder receives paragraph embeddings (eP )
from the paragraph encoder module, paragraph-aware sentence
embeddings (ePsi ) from the sentence encoder module, and
word embeddings (ewij

) from the word encoder module. The
paragraph embedding (eP ) is fed as the initial hidden state of
the LSTM. As the start sentence, a vector of 0s is fed to the
LSTM as its input.

In order to create representations that can capture the
meaning of a sentences and at the same time capture its
relation to the previous sentences, we propose a conditional
module. Our conditional module is a multi-head attention (see
Eq. 7) where similarly to the sentence encoder, keys (K)
and values (V ) are the word representations ewij

; however,
we feed the hidden state (ht−1) of the LSTM network as
the query (Q). Since the query Q has the information of
previously selected sentences, the attention heads focus more
on the information that can connect the sentence to the
previously selected sentences. Considering that we use the



Fig. 1. General architecture of the pointer decoder

same query for both the conditional module and the pointer,
the representations achieved by the conditional module are
aware of what information the pointer is looking for, hence,
the conditional module highlights those information in the
sentence representations.

MH =MultiHead(Q = ht−1,K = ewij , V = ewij )

Ct
si = LN(MH + FFN(MH))

(7)

We can either pass the conditional representations (Ct
si )

directly to the pointer or we can pass both the conditional
representations (Ct

si ) and the paragraph-aware representations
(ePsi ) and let the model learn how to use these two represen-
tations.

In the case where only the conditional representations are
used to choose the next sentence, these representations are
passed directly to the pointer mechanism (see Eq. 8). We call
this model Conditional-Only in Section IV.

Et
si = Ct

si (8)

In the case where these two representations (Ct
si and ePsi )

are combined, two types of combination are used (see Fig 1):
via an additive gate and via concatenation. Combining these
two representations allows the model to consider both the
local dependencies among consecutive sentences (Ct

si ) and the
global logical relations among all sentences (ePsi ) to choose the
next sentence.

a) Additive gate: We calculate the weighted sum of Ct
si

and ePsi using a gate g (see Eq. 9). To compute the gate g,
first, we feed the concatenation of the two vectors Ct

si and ePsi
to a dense layer then a sigmoid function calculates the value
of g between 0 and 1. The gate g determines the impact of

Dataset train valid test
NIPS 2427 408 377
NSF 87365 8468 21031
SIND 40155 4990 5055
ROC 78529 9816 9817

TABLE I
NUMBER OF SENTENCES IN EACH DATASET

each of Ct
si and ePsi in the final representation.

g = σ(Wg[C
t
si ; e

P
si ])

Et
si = LN(g × Ct

si + (1− g)× ePsi)
(9)

b) Concatenation: Another strategy is to simply map the
concatenated vector to Et

si using a matrix Ws (see Eq. 10).

Et
si =Ws[C

t
si ; e

P
si ] (10)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Datasets

We evaluated our proposed model on two different domains:
scientific abstracts and short stories because they have different
characteristics. Scientific abstracts are usually well-written and
have a clear and stereotypical discourse structure which make
them suitable candidates for the task of sentence ordering. On
the other hand, short stories usually do not follow a specific
discourse pattern which requires the model to capture the
intrinsic meaning of the story.

1) Scientific Abstracts: Two datasets of scientific abstracts
were used: NIPS [19], and NSF [22]. Table I shows statistics
of these datasets.

a) NIPS: Following previous work [5], we considered
abstract of papers published in NIPS from 2005 to 2013
for training, and 2014 and 2015 for validation and test re-
spectively. We used the parsed dataset provided by [19] in
their Github repository without any modification. It contains
abstracts ranging from 2 to 15 sentences in length.

b) NSF: We also considered the NSF Research Award
Abstracts dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Reposi-
tory [22] for our experiments. We used abstracts from 1990
to 1999 for training, 2000 for validation and 2001 to 2003 for
testing. Due to lack of computational resources, for training
and validation, we removed abstracts longer than 15 sentences;
however we used abstracts with a maximum of 40 sentences
for testing to have a fair comparison with previous work [5].

2) Short Stories: For short stories, we used two datasets:
SIND [23] and ROC [24] (see Table I).

a) SIND: The SIND (Sequential Image Narrative)
dataset [23], also known as the VIST (Visual Story Telling)
dataset, contains sequential images and their corresponding
description and stories. We used the story texts for the task of
sentence ordering. Each story has 5 sentences. We used the
same training, validation and test sets as provided.



Hyper-Parameter NIPS NSF SIND ROC
# layers 2 4 2 4
Model dim 256 128 64 128
LSTM dim 128 256 128 512

TABLE II
HYPER-PARAMETERS FOR EACH MODEL. # LAYERS INDICATES THE

NUMBER OF ATTENTIONS LAYERS. MODEL DIM REFERS TO THE
EMBEDDING SIZE OF THE MODEL. LSTM DIM IS THE HIDDEN SIZE OF

LSTM IN THE POINTER NETWORK.

b) ROC: The ROCStory dataset (common sense story
dataset) [24] contains stories of 5 sentences. Following previ-
ous work [18], [21], we randomly split the dataset by 8 : 1 : 1
to get the training, validation and testing datasets. Compared
to the SIND dataset, the stories contain more explicit signals
of discourse coherence since no images are provided as
supplementary information.

B. Experiments

a) Training setup: We implemented our model using the
PyTorch [25] library and trained it using the AdamW [26]
optimizer with the initial learning rate of 1e−4 for all modules,
except for the word encoder. We did not train the word encoder
module for the first two epochs, then, we started training it
with a learning rate of 1e−5. The learning rate was divided
by 2 if there was no improvement on the validation set.
The training was stopped if no improvement was observed
on the validation set in a period of 3 epochs. At the end,
the model with the highest performance on the validation
set was chosen for testing. The weights of the word encoder
module were initialized with the pre-trained BERT base model
from HuggingFace [27] with 12 encoder layers. The following
hyper-parameters were chosen based on the validation sets
without extensive hyper-parameter optimization: we used 4
heads of attention with a dropout rate of 0.2 for all multi-
head attention modules. We also considered dropout rates of
0.5 and 0.3 for the word encoder and pointer respectively. The
rest of the hyper-parameters, which were dataset-dependent are
shown in Table II.

b) Models: We experimented with three models that use
our proposed conditional sentence representation with three
different strategies described in Section III-E. All these models
use a similar encoder and feed the same sentence representa-
tion to the LSTM; the only difference between these three
models is in the way they use the conditional representations
(i.e. the combination of Ct

si and ePsi ):

1) Add-Conditional uses the additive gate in the decoder
to combine both representations (Ct

si ) and (ePsi ) using
(g × Ct

si + (1 − g) × ePsi ), where g is learned by the
model.

2) Cat-Conditional uses a decoder that concatenates both
representations ([Ct

si ; e
P
si ]).

3) Conditional-Only only passes the conditional representa-
tions (Ct

si ). This model is equivalent to Add-Conditional
with g = 1.

In order to better understand how the conditional sentence
representations impact the performance, we also considered a
baseline model without using the conditional sentence repre-
sentation:

4) Baseline only passes the paragraph-aware representa-
tions (ePsi ). This model is equivalent to Add-Conditional
with g = 0.

The performance of these four models on the benchmark
datasets of Section IV-A are shown in Table III, along with
the performance of state-of-the-art models as reported in their
paper. Recall from Section II that LSTM+PtrNet [5] used
LSTMs for both the sentence and paragraph encoders with
pointer networks. ATTOrderNet [6] substituted the LSTM for
a paragraph encoder with a transformer mechanism. Hierar-
chical attention [18] used transformer for both the paragraph
encoder and the pointer. Ranking Model [21] used a regression
approach to predict a relative score for each sentences as
an indicator for their positions. SE-Graph [19] augmented
the pointer network with a graph neural network to encode
sentences. Topic-Guided [20] added sentences representation
with their topics to have more information for each sentences.

c) Evaluation Metrics: Accuracy (Acc) or position-wise
accuracy measures the absolute position of each sentence. It
penalizes shifts even with a correct relative order.

Perfect Match Rate (PMR) is a hard metric that counts the
number of exact matching paragraphs over the total number
of paragraphs. It is hard because if a single sentence is mis-
ordered, it considers the entire paragraph as wrong.

Kendall’s Tau (τ ) is a rank correlation metric which mea-
sures how the predicted order is similar to the given order.
The formula of Kendall’s Tau is given in Eq. 11 where the
number of inversions is the number of pairs with incorrect
relative order and n is the length of the paragraph. Its range
is between −1 to 1, from worst to best.

τ = 1− 2(#inversion)

n(n− 1)/2
(11)

C. Results and Analysis

Table III reports on the experimental results on all datasets.
As the table shows, all models with the conditional sentence
representations (Ct

si ) achieved a better performance than the
Baseline model.

As expected, models that used our proposed representations
achieved a significantly better performance on the short stories
datasets (SIND and ROC) compared to Baseline (the model
using paragraph-aware sentence representations ePsi only). In
these short stories, local dependencies and the relation between
consecutive sentences have a significant impact on the order of
sentences. Hence, we can inferred from these results that the
conditional sentence representations (Ct

si ) were able to capture
these local dependencies successfully.

On the NIPS dataset, the Cat-Conditional model achieved
better results than the Baseline model, but this time, the
improvement is not statistically significant. On the other hand,



Model
Scientific Abstracts Short Stories

NIPS NSF SIND ROC
Acc PMR τ Acc PMR τ PMR τ PMR τ

LSTM+PtrNet 51.55 − 0.72 28.33 − 0.51 − − − −
ATTOrderNet 56.09 − 0.72 37.72 − 0.55 14.01 0.49 − −
Hierarchical − − − − − − 15.01 0.5021 39.62 0.7322
Ranking − 24.13 0.7462 − 9.78 0.5798 15.48 0.5652 38.02 0.7602
SE-Graph 57.27 − 0.75 − − − 16.22 0.52 − −
Topic-Guided 59.43 31.44 0.75 42.67 22.35 0.55 15.18 0.53 − −
Baseline 64.71 29.17 0.7962 38.66 10.68 0.5818 15.66 0.5607 36.79 0.7554
Add-Conditional 64.97 30.76 0.7950 41.86 13.55 0.6060 17.46 0.5640 39.53 0.7652
Cat-Conditional 65.73 31.83 0.7990 41.46 13.19 0.6029 17.01 0.5592 39.46 0.7660
Conditional-Only 63.42 30.23 0.7843 41.56 13.44 0.6006 16.99 0.5672 42.01 0.7726

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON STANDARD SENTENCE ORDERING DATASETS

Conditional-Only achieved the lowest performance among the
models with conditional representations. This seems to agree
with the fact that in these abstracts, sentences follow a clear
discourse structure and local dependencies among consecutive
sentences have a lower impact on the correct order of sentences
compared to other datasets such as short stories.

Results with the NSF dataset indicate that all models that
used the conditional sentence representations achieved similar
performances (τ ≈ 0.60); while the model without this
representation suffers from a significant drop in performance
(τ ≈ 0.58). This behavior does not occur with the NIPS
dataset, where the performance with and without the condi-
tional representation does not show such a marked difference.
This is rather surprising as both datasets are scientific abstracts
and hence should share a similar discourse structure. We sus-
pect that this behaviour stems from the strict writing guidelines
imposed by NSF, which aim to simplify the language, the
grammar and the structure of the abstracts, that the conditional
representation picks up on. However, more analysis is required
to investigate this.

Compared with previous work [28], [18], [21], the models
with conditional sentence representations (Ct

si ) achieved better
results on most metrics on all datasets. Results show that the
Baseline model (which does not use Ct

si ) achieved similar
or lower results than previous work on most datasets. This
clearly shows that our highest performance is not related to
the settings we used for our training, but rather the use of the
conditional representations (Ct

si ) alone. For the NIPS dataset,
we cannot easily compare our results with previous work since
the number of samples in our test sets is different from the
one reported in previous work [5]. In addition, since the NIPS
dataset is much smaller than the other datasets (see Table I),
using a pretrained model such as BERT has a significant
impact on its performance. However, the Ranking model of
[21] also used the same pretrained model yet its performance
lies in the same range as other work [20], [18].

In order to better understand the impact of the conditional
representations, we analyzed the focus of the attention heads.
Figure 2 illustrates the values of all the attention heads of
the sentence encoder and the conditional modules of the Add-
Conditional model trained on the ROC dataset alongside with

their corresponding value of g gate. In Figure 2, the conditional
modules are shown on the left hand side; while the heads
of the sentence encoder are shown on the right hand side.
Recall that the output of the sentence encoder is independent
of the position of the sentences, while this is not the case
for the conditional module. Figure 2 shows the heads of
the conditional module only for the correct position of each
sentence. As Figure 2 shows, the sentence encoder module
tends to attend to all tokens in the sentence to capture the
meaning of the sentence; however, the conditional module
focuses on specific tokens based on the relation of the sentence
to the previous sentences. For example, in the first sentence
“Judy wanted to make some cookies.”, since there is no
previously selected sentence, more attention is given to the
subject of the sentence (Judy); however, on the third sentence,
the attention focuses on the specific words without and it,
where it refers to butter in the previous sentence, another head
attends more on decided and to which connects the sentence
to the previous one.

We further analyzed the value of the g gate to see how the
two sentence representations contribute in the final represen-
tation. Table IV shows the average value of g for sentences
in their correct position. As Table IV indicates, for the first
sentences, where there is no previously selected sentences
therefore, the paragraph-aware representations (ePsi ) contribute
more to the final representations (Et

si ). However, for the
rest of the sentences, g is closer to 0.5 leading to a more
equal contribution of the conditional representation (Ct

si ) and
the paragraph-aware representations (ePsi ). Again, this agrees
with our intuition that the conditional representation tends to
capture local dependencies between consecutive sentences and
the gate g puts more weight on the conditional representation
when information from previously selected sentences is avail-
able.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a model based on pointer
networks for the task of sentence ordering. The model uses
a hierarchical encoder to encode words, sentences and the
paragraph as a whole. Then the decoder uses all these em-
beddings to predict the next sentence in the paragraph. Our
decoder considers a novel conditional sentence representation,



which combines both the content of the sentence and the
previously selected sentences in the text. Experiments with
standard benchmark datasets show that the proposed model
achieves state-of-the-art results using most of the evaluation
metrics. The increase in performance is more significant in
short stories datasets, where local dependencies in consecutive
sentences play an important role in the discourse structure of

Fig. 2. Visualisation of the attention heads for the Add-Conditional model
trained on the ROC dataset with their corresponding values of the g gate. The
heads of the conditional module are on the left and the heads of the sentence
encoder module are on the right.

Sentence g
1 0.3± 0.1
2 0.5± 0.1
3 0.6± 0.1
4 0.6± 0.1
5 0.6± 0.1

TABLE IV
THE VALUE OF THE GATE g IN THE Add-Conditional MODEL TRAINED ON

THE ROC DATASET. RECALL FROM EQ. 9 THAT A HIGHER VALUE OF g
INDICATES MORE CONTRIBUTION OF THE CONDITIONAL REPRESENTATION

(Ct
si

).

the paragraph.
As future work, we would like to investigate the use of our

proposed model on different domains and textual genres. In
addition, our conditional sentence representation only consid-
ers the previously selected sentences, however, considering the
next sentences to generate embedding representations is also
worth investigating. Finally, the scientific abstracts used in this
study required significant preprocessing and selection proce-
dures, that led to different numbers of samples of different
quality. Designing a standard and well structured dataset for
this task is a crucial need.
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